
RIOPEL MAILBOXES
THE STANDARD... BY WHICH OTHERS COMPARE

The Pinnacle locking mailbox secures incoming mail to safeguard your personal information.
It is a smart and economical solution to the problem of mail theft. The Pinnacle locking mailbox
will meet your needs for security, long lasting durability and great value. Designed to comply 
with postal regulations, the Pinnacle secures mail by means of the unique large rocking drop 
chute that allows mail to be easily deposited in the box, yet keeps thieves out. The locking door 
ensures that mail remains secure until you retrieve it with your key. The Pinnacle is large enough 
to store several days of mail.

The Pinnacle locking mailbox will withstand anything the elements will dish out. Manufactured of
reinforced aluminum plate, it is lighter than steel for easy installation yet strong and 100% rust
and corrosion free. Each Pinnacle mailbox is finished with powder coat paint for years of color
protection. The Pinnacle lives up to its name for security and durability at a reasonable price. 
Attractive and well built, the Pinnacle is designed to be the last mailbox that you will ever need to 
purchase. The standard Pinnacle locking mailboxes comes in black or white, in two sizes and two 
thicknesses. Posts and spreaders for mounting multiple boxes on a single post are also available. 
All Pinnacle locking mailboxes come with the necessary hardware to mount to your existing post 
or to a Pinnacle post.

  

R926 PINNACLE LOCKING MAILBOX

DIMENSIONS
Standard-duty Heavy-duty

Small 10-3/4" W. x 11" H. x 23" D. 11" W. x 11" H. x 23" D.
1/13" (.080") Plate 3/16"  (.188") Plate

Large 10-3/4" W. x 14" H. x 23" D. 11" W. x 14" H. x 23" D.
1/13" (.080") Plate 3/16"  (.188") Plate

397

Optional Post: 3-3/4" X 3-3/4" X 59"

Incoming Mail

Outgoing Mail Holder

Storage Area
Lock

Storage Door
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